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brings steam to business



Clear advantages

Time, money, performance

Multiple benefits
Extend the efficiency in your firm to cleaning as well. The innovative BlueEvolution steam cleaning  
system stands for process optimisation of a very special kind. The successful formula is very simple:  
a better cleaning result than before, in less time.
This pleases cleaning staff and controllers alike.

Efficient cleaning process
suction and washing in one process

93 % less water compared 
to conventional cleaning methods

Low operating costs
no cleaning agents or additional cleaning tools required

Consistent cleaning power
permanently fresh steam from clear water thanks to separate dirty water tank

60 % faster
cleaning of all surfaces with just one device

HACCP & NSF certified devices
recommended for professional cleaning in the HACCP and NSF environment

Hygienically clean
proven to reduce germs by up to 99.9 %  (LogStufe 2.89 ± 0.15)



BlueEvolution
The revolution in commercial cleaning

With a steam pressure of 8 bar (116 PSI) and a steam 
temperature of 180°C (348 °F) the BlueEvolution S+ 
has an extra boost of power. Like its siblings, the Blue 
Evolution S+ is only filled with clear water, making it one 
of the most eco-friendly cleaning machines around.

The BlueEvolution XL+ is the ideal cleaner for your 
commercial space. With an output of 7,200 watts, 
steam pressure of 10 bar (145 PSI) and a steam 
temperature of 180°C (348 °F), the Blue Evolu-
tion XL+ can keep on cleaning long after other 
machines have given up. The innovative machine 
concept with robust housing, stainless steel front 

and four freely moving castors, make the XL+ the 
flexible cleaning pro, bringing cleanliness to the 
furthest corners of your production and ware-
house facilities. Whether for machine cleaning, for 
working platforms, in administration, in healthcare 
and in the catering industry, the BlueEvolution XL+ 
always gives its all.

BlueEvolution XL+ 

Thorough

Image not to scale. We reserve the right to make technical changes.

BlueEvolution S+

The pros for tight spaces
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Strong functions – strongest performance

Power on wheels

Fill level display

The fill level display integrated 
in the housing of the BlueEvo-
lution XL+ means users can 
always see the current water 
level at a glance, which makes 
work easier when you‘re using 
the machine in large spaces. 
Timely refills save long trips to 
the next water source. kills ger m s and b
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Accessories box

With the BlueEvolution you have 
everything to hand. Nozzles 
 and brush attachments are 
stored in the well-designed 
accessories box. One simple 
step and you‘re off.

Water filter with blue light

Germs have no chance:  
The water filter of the Blue- 
Evolution range also has a  
blue light effect to kill germs.  
So you get double hygiene 
in one machine, at no extra 
charge.

Clear control panel

The clear display of the Blue- 
Evolution ensures full  
operational control. The  
user can always check all the 
status displays at a glance.



Castors
Large, freely moving castors 
make the BlueEvolution mobile 
and flexible. It always performs 
well even on uneven surfaces. 
The front castors can be locked 
using a wheel lock. The revol-
ving mechanism can also be 
fixed on the rear rollers.

Make steam
We have revolutionised commercial cleaning with the professional 
machines of the BlueEvolution range: our innovative and HACCP-
certified BlueEvolution range – comprising BlueEvolution XL+ and 
S+ – delivers clear time savings and the highest hygiene. You can 
confidently forget all about using cleaning agents.
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Stainless steel housing
With the robust stainless steel 
housing and its stainless steel 
front, the BlueEvolution not 
only cuts a fine figure in your 
company, but also guarantees 
reliability when used by different 
staff: The solid design means 
the BlueEvolution is shock-
resistant and extremely stable. 
Now also available in a full stain-
less steel model.

green cleaning
Naturally clean

The multifunctional steam 
cleaner is only filled with clear 
water. This means users not
only save on the cost of clea-
ning agents, but also protect 
the environment by doing 
away with harmful substances. 
Water consumption is reduced 
by around 93 % compared to 
conventional cleaning with  
buckets and cloths. This is 
pure green cleaning.

green
cleaning

We reserve the right to make technical changes.



Full power for a greater clean.
Kind to the environment.
The BlueEvolution is kinder to the environment than almost any other cleaning system.  

It is only filled with clear water and minimises water consumption thanks to the steam 

pressure. There is no need for any harmful or really aggressive chemicals.

The applications of the BlueEvolution are practically limitless. The BlueEvolution really 

comes into its own in areas of high public traffic. Even large areas can be cleaned  

efficiently and quickly with little effort. The BlueEvolution is certified for use in the  

HACCP environment, guaranteeing results that are hygienically clean. Pathogens don‘t 

stand a chance!

thanks to clear water

Hygienically clean
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Cleaning revolution

HACCP and NSF qualifications certify the highest cleaning power

Clever use of the BlueEvolution  
is one of the keys to preventing  
infection – in labs, medical practi-
ces and catering areas

HACCP-certified & NSF-certified
The BlueEvolution removes absolutely  
all product residues.

Process optimisation and  
occupational safety
Create a safe and clean working environment 
thanks to the high cleaning power
of the beam BlueEvolution machines.

Special vehicle cleaning
You can save any amount of time and money 
with efficient interior cleaning, with no chemi-
cals of any kind.

Masterful results
An immaculately clean construction site is  
your calling card, ensuring your customers  
recommend you.

Gleaming sales areas
The BlueEvolution is ideal for supermarkets  
and all retail stores.

Gyms, saunas and spas
It‘s good for people to sweat. And thanks to 
the BlueEvolution it‘s no longer a problem for 
others. All equipment and contact surfaces can 
be cleaned perfectly.

Kills up to 99.9 % of germs
Ideal for cleaning in medical practices, care 
homes, labs and other healthcare facilities.

NSF P448
Sanitization Performance

of Commercial Steam Generators



BlueEvolution XL+ 
stainless steel

BlueEvolution S+
 stainless steelBlueEvolution XL+ 

black coated stainless steel

› www.blueevolution.biz

Headquarter - Engineering – Marketing
› Illertalstraße 3 | 89281 Altenstadt - GERMANY   › sales@blueevolution.biz   › +49 8337 740 00

R&D – Manufacturing
›  Piazzetta Albere 3/4 | 36060 Romano d’Ezzelino - VI - ITALY   › sales@blueevolution.biz   › +39 0424 832 779

ABOUT
US

HARD
FACTS

Since 1987 we invent and produce in Italy innovative Steam-Vacuum Cleaning Machines for Industry, Commercial and Domestic. 
BlueEvolution is a strategic partnership between TPA Spa Italy and Beam GmbH Germany. We are one of the most innovative 
providers of cleaning solution systems and committed ourself to be as sustainable as possible. That means responsible handling 
with all resources, in our company and private parts of life. We live our believe in an outstanding service, friendliness and honest 
collaboration. We want to be Simply the Best. We want to work with you in a further common daily cleaning business.

› 6.3 Million vacuum/   

   steam units produced

› 65 countries › 30 years 

experience
› 150 patents

› www.blueevolutionus.com

BlueEvolution US
›  PO BOX 227, 30 Indel Avenue, Rancocas NJ, 08073 - USA   › sales@blueevolutionus.com   › +1 609-267-0922

BlueEvolution S+ 
red coated stainless steel

BlueEvolution S+ 
black coated stainless steel

› www.tpaimpex.com

BlueEvolution. The new way to clean.


